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Whether her designer influ-
ence is large or small, Vicky 
Serany helps families create 
cozy, comfortable rooms.

Just as each snowflake is 

unique, no two interior design 

projects are ever the same.

Whether dictated by budget, 

design skill, home architecture or 

other factors, projects range from 

simple consultations to outright 

overhauls for Vicky Serany, owner 

of Southern Studio Interior Design 

in Apex. 

Along with her colleague 

Martha Brown, Serany has worked 

with numerous local homeowners 

to create rooms that fit their tastes, 

budgets and lifestyles. 
continued on page 79
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“I tell every client that great 
design can be achieved at any 
price point.”  – Vicky Serany
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the Gebhardt family 
sought Southern Studio’s 

help in pulling together 
furnishings for an open, 

inviting living room.
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serany gave us a look inside the 
homes of three cary families who request-
ed different levels of services from south-
ern studio. all three families have young 
children, so she chose durable fabrics and 
finishes that simultaneously provide com-
fort, style and utility.  

Before embarking on a new design 
project, serany and Brown meet with a 
client to discuss the homeowner’s desired 
look and budget. “i tell every client that 
great design can be achieved at any price 
point,” she said. Her work proves it.

in all projects, serany emphasizes the 
core design principles of balance, propor-
tion, contrast, repetition and harmony. 
in doing so, she’s able to create warm and 
inviting spaces catered to the needs of all 
types of families.

Whenever possible, she keeps the 
décor local. “i try so hard to use products 
that are made in the u.s. and especially in 
north carolina, because we live in the fur-
niture capital of the world. When you go 
out to High Point you become accustomed 
to having a wide array of locally made fur-
niture at your fingertips,” serany said.

Helping Hand
interior design work is usually full-

service, from concept through execution, 
but on occasion serany finds a client who 
just needs a boost. 

Kirsten and chris gebhardt found 
themselves in that situation last year 
when they bought a new cary home. 
Kirsten had stacks of design magazines 
and knew precisely what look she was 
aiming for, but needed a bit of assistance 

turning her vision into reality. enter 
southern studio. 

she shared her inspiration and ideas 
with serany, who assisted her in locating 
the pieces she needed and adding finishing 
touches. “i took it all to her, and she pulled 
it all together. i never could have put these 
things together,” Kirsten said. 

The first step, as always, was to de-
termine the function of the room. “it was 
important to her to have the family room 
really open and integrated into the kitchen 
space,” serany said. “space planning and 
how you lay out a room is just as impor-
tant as the pieces you put into it.”

after establishing the utility and de-
sired look of the room, it was time to shop. 
instead of ordering custom-made furnish-
ings, serany looked in stores for pieces to 
fit the gebhardts’ plan.  

“We use retail outlets to minimize ex-
pense to the homeowner from design time 
and process,” she said. The result is a room 
that feels cozy and put-together without 
the long wait or higher price tags of cus-
tom pieces. 

Keeping the process simple, serany 
didn’t change the paint color for the whole 
room, but she always adds a personal touch 
to her design projects. “We added a splash 
of color on the back of bookcases for vi-
sual interest,” she said. in addition, she ac-
cessorized the bookcases with photos and 
other items the gebhardts had on hand. 

consultation isn’t limited to furnish-
ings. “if somebody wants to paint the 
exterior of their house and needs a color 
consultation for the exterior, we’ll do that 
kind of thing,” serany said. 

continued on page 80
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With a mix of custom elements 
and manufacturer standard 
options, Serany gave the 
homberger family a design that’s 
casual yet elegant. custom-made 
pillows bearing their family crest 
make the room uniquely theirs.

Middle of the Road
after moving into their first single-family home in June, car-

olyn and eric Homberger had a lot of empty rooms. seven years in 
manhattan followed by two years in a corporate apartment in Lou-
isville, Ky., meant they had far more space than they were used to. 

They shopped around at big box stores for awhile before de-
ciding they needed help and went to southern studio. Without 
any particular ideas, they simply wanted a space that looked good. 
serany ran with it and created two idea boards. The couple favored 
the color palette of soft blue and neutrals over  the alternate sugges-
tion of purple and chocolate brown, and their room was born.  

custom finishes were used for some of the furniture, with 
serany selecting fabrics from manufacturer standard selections to 
reach a balance of customization and affordable price. 

Patterned linen window treatments add a pop of color and a 
sense of casual simplicity. a large ottoman is finished in leather for 
durability — critical for a family with a 2-year-old daughter. an 
element of contrast comes from a textured rug that complements 
the sleekness of the leather. 

The biggest impact comes from one of the smallest details. 
serany wanted to add customized pillows to the room, and the 
homeowners had recently located their family crest. she saw an 
opportunity for a truly one-of-a-kind accessory. 

With original colors of red and black, the crest’s design needed 
to be customized to fit the cool colors of the rest of the furniture. 
“The embroiderer scanned it, and martha picked every thread color 
and kept it neutral to match the design of the room,” serany said. 

The Hombergers were delighted with the resulting family 
room. from colors to finishes, functionality to cost, it fit them 
just right. “if we would have bought everything retail, it would 
have been about as much, and i think we have a better space,” 
carolyn said.  

continued from page 79
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breakout quote

“If we would have bought 
everything retail, it would have 
been about as much, and I think 
we have a better space.”
 – Carolyn Homberger
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Pickett selected 
dark chocolate walls 
despite protests from 
friends and family. 
“everybody thought 
i was crazy, but you 
don’t know what the 
art is going to be and 
you haven’t seen the 
rug,” she said. 

Pickett admits that 
she wouldn’t have 
chosen such a dark 
wall color without 
abundant natural 
light. the vibrant 
charleston low 
country landscape is 
by Betty anglin Smith. 

Southern Studio helped 
the fergusons build a 

stylish room using high-
quality custom fabrics 

and finishes that will 
stand the test of time. 
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want to see 
your home in 
Cary Magazine? 

Send details to 
editor@

carymagazine.com. 

All Out 
occasionally, homeowners pull out 

all the stops. 
cindy and marty ferguson were 

looking to create their dream living 
room — once. Busy professionals with 
two young children, they wanted to do 
the design right the first time and gen-
erate a luxurious room that would stay 
stylish for good.  

“We wanted something that was 
not trendy, but timeless,” cindy fer-
guson said. she challenged southern 
studio with bringing together a detailed 
and customized design that would look 
elegant, in materials that would last. 

The slate was initially bare. “our 
house was pretty builder basic when we 
started,” ferguson said. 

every element of the room was tai-
lored uniquely to the family. To avoid 

any urge to upgrade down the road, 
top-of-the-line finishes and fixtures were 
integrated from the outset.

“instead of painting inside the ceil-
ing coffers brown, we did a four-level 
metallic foil hand-glazed finish,” serany 
described. Hardware on window treat-
ments was uniquely hand-forged rather 
than stock, as were finials on lamps. 

The furniture, made to order, went 
a step beyond selecting upholstery out 
of a catalog. serany located “the perfect 
fabric” elsewhere and had it sent to the 
manufacturer, resulting in pieces that are 
quite literally one-of-a-kind. 

details like gathered pleating 
trim on window treatments left no 
options forgotten. 

To learn more about Southern Stu-
dio Interior Design, visit www.southern-
studio.com or call Vicky Serany at (919) 
362-5143.
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“We wanted 
something that
was not trendy,

but timeless.”
 – Cindy Ferguson
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hand-forged 
hardware, 
gathered pleating 
detail on window 
treatments and 
other luxurious 
details left no 
option overlooked.


